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 With the e development of science and technology, the application of computer 
technology has spread all over the world. The application in business management is 
becoming perfect and more systematic. More and more enterprises are applying 
computer technology to the management of faculty and materials. Computer improves 
the efficiency of enterprises by developing management system, simplifying business 
process, and reducing the risk of management of operation. The system in this paper 
is based on a galvanized steel tube enterprise sales demand. What this program does is 
to create a set of online sales management system based on the J2EE frame 
foundation, Oracle database. For the reason that the sales management process is very 
trivial and complicated, which makes sales procedure vulnerable. Therefore in 
practice, enterprises spends a lot of manpower assisting the sales. The implementation 
of the system avoids this problem, which will not only ensure accurate accounting of 
the unit price, but also provides related report data for the company by using the 
inquiry and statistical functions of the system.  
 This paper processes the demand analysis, function analysis, system design, 
system implementation and implementation by with deep understanding of galvanized 
steel pipe sales management .The program processes demand analysis and design at 
the systematic analytical stage with the application of flow diagram and structure 
diagram in the system. The system realizes automatic test that improves both the test 
efficiency and the system test case coverage through using automated testing tools 
like QTP and  LoadRunner. 
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